Explicit Leadership

Where can you serve?
Core Team

- Hospitality: Josh Powers/Keegan/Susanna
- Grade Leads
  - Freshmen: Joy Aleyande
  - Sophomores: Taylor Durling
  - Juniors: Eric
  - Seniors: Jaci/Peyton
- Aesthetics: Bethany Eads/Ellen Phelps
- Social Media: Julia Hitz
- Production/Service Coordinating: Karla Hernández
- Worship: JP, Taylor, Micheal
- Security: Jon Allen
The Heart: Striving for students to have the best possible experience every week.

The Need: A team of Approx. 10-12 adult leaders

EXPECTATION: Serve each week in area of choice, be at huddle at 5:45pm, in places by 6pm (6 month commitment)

Areas:

Greeters: 4 Adult leaders (by the entrances)

- THE GOAL: Every student gets a personal welcoming. (“Welcome to Explicit,” Excited to have you” “is it your first time?”
- “We have a check in table for fist time guest”

First Time Guest: 2-3 Adult Leader

- THE GOAL: A system In place to meet new students and connect them with Grade Leads (First Time Guest table)

EXPLICIT BAR: 2 Adult Leaders (Center of Hallway)

- THE GOAL: Enjoy serving, making drinks, interacting, making someone feel special.

Floaters: 3 leaders

- The GOAL: Walking AROUND, IPADS, never in one spot, being intentional with greeting, meeting, and directing students.
02 Team Supporters

The Heart: Love Jesus, Love Students, setting a godly example for young people

The Need: Come along side GRADE LEADS- 9th-12th grade (3-4 Adult leaders for each grade)

Grade Leads: Plan 4 events in a 6 month period (fellowship), Small groups (Discipleship), expectations for Wednesday night: meet students, connect students in you’re grade.

EXPECTATIONS: come along side a GRADE LEADS, help plan 4 events, be available to teach and lead a small group within your grade, be present

EVENTS: Students are hungry to interact and fellowship outside of the four walls of our services, plan something exciting, memorable.

- The GOAL: To have 4 events on the calendar in the 6 month commitment period (Plan all 4 events, send dates to Kami, give STAFF enough time to send informational emails to parents) Think by grade, not by core students- lets create a culture of loving on all kids, stretching ourselves to expand and interact with all students

Small GROUPS: Discipleship should be a priority. (each team lead will have a plan in place to execute small groups) Be creative, be consistent, lead young students in loving Jesus

- The GOAL: create a culture of bible study and prayer and hunger for the things of God
The Heart: The first impression, setting a mood for a student the moment they walk in the doors.

The Need: (APPROX 4-5 Adult Leaders) this requires the most attention upfront: WE Need help with SET UP and Tear down.

EXPECTATIONS: come along side leads, helping with set up each week and tear down, requires being available earlier on Wednesday nights (arrival time: 3:30pm) commit to being present each week for 6 month commitment (please don’t commit to this area if you can’t come early- we understand)

The GOAL: Set the mood/culture each week

EVENTS; Mass event planning, all ministry events (costume parties, Christmas party, etc)
The Heart: The Experience

The Need: (APPROX 5 Adult Leaders) working cameras, lighting console, pro presenter, someone who isn’t afraid to demand (service Coordinator)

EXPECTATIONS: come along side Lead; time of arrival TBD by Karla Rios. Serve within one of these areas when scheduled

The GOAL: bring excellence within our worship experience and lives streaming
The Heart: Leading students to encounter the presence of God

The Need: Musicians, Singers: Meet with JP to get instructions on how to get connected

EXPECTATIONS: come along side Lead; time of arrival TBD by JP. Serve when scheduled, being prepared, and to lead young students in worship

The GOAL: Bring excellence within our worship experience
The Heart: Be vigilant and aware of the safety of our students

The Need: Adult leaders who aren’t afraid of confrontation, and to demand excellence from leaders and students.

EXPECTATIONS: Arrival time 6pm

The GOAL: being attentive and vigilant, stopping any weird activity, constantly walking the halls, making sure kids are in respective areas.